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Abstract:

This paper endeavours to show the relationship between emotion and language, in particular with respect to the use of modal particles in German. Modal particles have long been considered insignificant fillers without a specific function and as such, not worthy of linguistic investigation. This is clearly a view which cannot be sustained. Modal particles have been found to illustrate the speaker’s opinion of what is being said; in addition, they may add emphasis. Certain German modal particles (especially *halt* and *eben*) are examined as they occur in a corpus of utterances containing accounts of highly emotional events, related to East and West Berliners’ experiences after the fall of the Berlin Wall and German unification. By reviewing spoken accounts of events which were life-changing for one side, but only nominal for the other, thereby producing different emotions, the article demonstrates the use of these modal particles. The analysis suggests that there is a direct link between emotion and the way these speakers of German use their language.
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Emotional and emotive language: modal particles and tags in unified Berlin

1. INTRODUCTION

The relationship between emotion and language remains a relatively uncharted territory within the study of language and linguistics. In this field, modal particles and tags have been somewhat neglected. This article presents a case study of the use of modal particles and tags in Berlin following German unification in 1989. Concentrating on the use of two modal particles and tag questions, the article illustrates how these expressions are used in spoken German and how they can be intended to manifest, as well as arouse, feelings. In analysing the usage of modal particles (especially *halt* and *eben*) and tags, this study aims to shed new light on the relations between emotion and language in general.

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the subsequent demise of the East German government (which will sometimes be referred to as the *Wende* in this article) heralded the unification of Germany after 44 years separation, following the end of the Second World War, with two German states in existence for over 40 years. For the citizens of the former German Democratic Republic in the East, unification meant huge changes, affecting nearly all aspects of life, including housing, employment and political beliefs. For the citizens of the German Federal Republic in the West (which now incorporated the former East German state), unification had different consequences. These included increased taxation to pay for shortages in the east and, especially important for those living in West Berlin, the ability to travel in the East. As Patrick Stevenson has shown, unification resulted in complex changes, affecting particularly the East Germans, who had to adapt to a completely new way of living (Stevenson, 2002:115). Even today, there are still many deep-seated differences between East and West Germans. These differences are not only linguistic, but also social, economic and cultural in character.

Whereas languages such as English do not appear to use modal particles, many other languages, including German, use such particles frequently in spoken language. Rather than using modal particles, English avails itself of intonation, tag questions (such as *isn’t it* and *don’t you think?*) and sentence adverbials (especially attitude markers such as *surely, frankly, of course*) to provide subjective nuances. Traditionally, modal particles tended to be disregarded in the study of language as having no meaning. Baerentzen has argued that modal particles were treated as if they had no function (Baerentzen 1989:19). Linguists could not agree in which word class, if any, modal particles belonged. Often, modal particles were not described as having a specific function and were grouped under the heading of other word classes such as prepositions, adverbs and conjunctions, since these, too, were uninflected. Historically, this negative attitude towards modal particles is further reflected in the names modal particles were given in a language such as German: *Fügewörter* (‘plug words’), *Sprachhülsen* (‘language shells’), *unscheinbare Kleinwörte* (‘insignificant small words’), *sinnlose Einschiebseln* (‘meaningless insertions’), *Parasiten* (‘parasites’) and *Läuse im Pelz der Sprache* (‘lice in the fur of language’). In the dictionaries, too, modal particles were not sufficiently well explained and this led to them being considered less important when it came to language teaching.
However, as newer research has established, modal particles play important roles, especially in spoken language. For example, although originally thought of as nothing more than ‘fillers’, modal particles can clearly be distinguished from genuine fillers such as *ah* in English and *hm* in German, inasmuch as the former are subject to various contextual restrictions and therefore must be considered integral parts of sentence structure. Linguists such as Helbig have realised that although these words are uninflected, they cannot be grouped together with other types of uninflected words, as they behave differently (Helbig 1988:11).

Modal particles are used frequently in spoken language, even though they apparently not are absolutely necessary; hence these words must have some function. Moreover, even in spoken language there is a different distribution of modal particles: they are more common in spontaneous than in planned speech, appearing more in informal than in formal registers, and more in dialogue than in monologue. Modal particles do not refer to any particular word in the sentence, but to the sentence as a whole, thereby changing its nuance.

The exact nature of these particles’ functions thus remains elusive, even though some research has been carried out examining the precise nature of their appearance in language (Molnár 1998, 2003). Bublitz writes that an exact description of the role modal particles play in language has not yet been achieved; they are different from other lexemes as they cannot be described outside the context of the sentence they appear in (Bublitz 1978:10). Hartog and Ruttenauer (1982:70) argue that modal particles are difficult to describe without comparing them to other modal particles. One must be able to paraphrase the modal particles; according to Burkhardt, those linguists who do not think that modal particles can be paraphrased do not fully understand the semantic status of these words; by removing modal particles from sentences, one can isolate their full semantic content (Burkhardt 1982a:88). Linguists now agree that modal particles express the subjective opinion of a speaker about the propositional content of a sentence; thus, Burkhardt writes that their function is dialogue control (Burkhardt 1982b:153), while König adds that modal particles can facilitate inference-making in conversation (König 1997: 62). Modal particles cannot affect a sentence’s truth value, but they can alter the sentence semantically and pragmatically (Helbig 1995:9; Karagjosova 2003:335). Context is crucial, as meanings can change in different sentences and therefore every occurrence has to be interpreted individually.

According to Heringer, the emotional aspect of modal particle use is still neglected in research (Heringer 1988:738). He writes here that although modal particles somehow seem to be connected to emotion, this connection has rarely been scrutinised. Still, researchers have found that in a context of oral communication, modal particles are expected by the listener (Weydt 1969:20). If they are not used, the conversation seems unfriendly and can appear impersonal. Modal particles can be used to express what the speaker feels and help to bring what is being felt to the attention of those listening. Most speakers are not aware that they are using modal particles, just as they are often not aware of their facial expressions or body language while speaking. As Helbig points out, modal particles can be used to imply that which is not said (Helbig 1988:12-3).

From Sigmund Freud to William James and Nico Frijda, psychologists have studied emotion, including the expression and suppression of feelings (e.g. James, 1967; Frijda, 1987). These phenomena relate closely to the usage of language proper as well as to its non-verbal equivalents, and show how people share their feelings with
others. People rarely interact without some aspect of feeling; what they say, how they say it, and what they do not say may convey the emotional state of a person. Yet the effect of emotion upon language remains often neglected in academic studies.

When people grow up in a particular culture, they learn to adapt or modify their language in order to show their feelings to others. This is crucial for continued understanding within a social group. Bloom and Beckwith claim: “Language is the pre-eminent mode of expression and is provided by society and culture for making manifest and public that which is internal to the individual” (Bloom and Beckwith 1989:337). Nevertheless, the relations between emotion and language are rarely analysed. Research has tended to focus in a limited way on how emotion can condition language, but usually not on how language can condition emotions (Caffi 1994:246).

This paper examines the emotional involvement of speakers in the propositional content of their utterances. To this end, it compares the use of modal particles and tags by two groups of people, one of them talking about a subject that is very emotional to them, the other talking about the same subject, but feeling less strongly about it. The aim of this comparison is to shed new light on the functions of modal particles and tags, and thus to add to our knowledge of emotion and its function within a language.

2. METHODS

This case study is based on a corpus collected by Professor Norbert Dittmar of the Free University in Berlin. The present author has analysed this corpus in previous research (Braber, 2001). The corpus contains a series of interviews carried out in the early 1990s by students of the Free University of Berlin, who were looking at the different experiences of East and West Berliners regarding the fall of the Berlin Wall and German unification. Dittmar has written about the different forms of narration and other grammatical aspects found in the corpus in a book entitled Die Sprachmauer (‘The Language Wall’, with Ursula Bredel, published in 1999). There, he devotes part of his attention to the use of the modal particles eben and halt as markers of regional speech. Although this aspect will be briefly touched upon in the present article, the main interest here will be in the usage of these modal particles and tags in conjunction with emotion displayed by the speakers.

Originally, the interviews were carried out by students in 1993/4 with a view to publishing a selection of recollections of the fall of the Wall and the period thereafter from the viewpoint of East Berliners. However, the interviews turned out to be so informative that it was decided to carry out the same interviews with West Berliners. The 29 interviews with people from East Berlin and the 24 with people from West Berlin contain conversations about November 9th 1989, the night the Berlin Wall fell; the interviewees were also asked how their lives had changed since that time and how they felt about the situation in Germany after unification. Some of the interviewees are referred to by their first names, while others have been given pseudonyms describing their occupation. For example speaker 8 of the West Berlin speakers is called ‘Aldi’, referring to the supermarket chain in which he works; similarly, Kita, speaker 13 of the East Berlin corpus, works as a kindergarten teacher (‘Kita’ is an abbreviation for Kindertagesstätte, ‘child day care centre’). A few of the interviews are with more than one interviewee.
Other corpora collected around this time would likewise have been available for examination. However, for various reasons, these corpora were not as well suited for the present research as was the Dittmar corpus. Kühn & Almstädt (1997) compare work reports written between 1990 and 1995 by East Germans in East Germany with work assessments written prior to 1989 in the GDR. Reiher (1997) examines advertisements for housing vacancies and notices written before and after unification. Neither of these corpora are suitable, as they deal exclusively with written texts, leaving very little scope for the use of modal particles. Among the other spoken language corpora available, Antos and Schubert’s (1997) focuses on telephone advice sessions and consultations involving East and West Germans. This corpus was unsuitable, however, on account of the two sides being unequal, with the West Germans in the position of advice-givers and the East Germans in that of the advice-takers; consequently, the corpus did not allow for a direct comparison between the two groups. Finally, Auer (1997) analysed role-play job interviews in 1993 in Rostock, as compared with actual interviews held in 1995, and contrasted these findings with data available for West Germans. This corpus is less useful, as it concerns the more formal language usage expected in a job interview situation, and thus would tend not to involve any use of modal particles.

The Dittmar corpus was particularly appropriate for our purpose, since the 9th November 1989 stirred especially deep emotions in the East Berlin speakers, as compared to the West Berlin speakers (see also Dittmar and Bredel 1999:31). East Berlin speakers were interviewed by East Berliners and West Berlin speakers by West Berliners to prevent blockage due to the very East-West discrepancy that was under examination. Bredel (co-author of Die Sprachmauer) remarks that friends interviewing each other meant that there was more scope for emotions and feelings (Bredel 1999:33).

As to the interviewees, even though gender and age were represented fairly equally, there are indeed a large number of teachers among them. While the selection of interviewees thus is not representative of the total population, nevertheless it highlights another, very interesting aspect: not only are teachers, in contrast to other people, used to speaking for long stretches of time, but in general, they are aware of their language, and thus may be expected to be able to control their language use more, and more consciously, than many other speakers do. Therefore, if we still find that teachers show greater signs of emotion, and use a greater number of modal particles, when talking about emotional events, such a result is all the more telling.

In previous research (Braber, 2001), I examined five different modal particles: eben, halt, doch, denn and eigentlich. These modal particles all have very different functions in German, and each of them is used differently in different contexts. The modal particles (among which, due to constraints of space, only two will be discussed here: eben and halt) have individual characteristics; in particular, eben and halt are not mere synonyms. Eben tends to emphasize a kind of finality on the part of the speaker: it suggests that there is no real alternative to the suggestion being made; it can also indicate that the speaker agrees with what is being said. Moreover, eben can be used to conclude the argument of another speaker, or sum up a previous conversation. Until recently, eben and halt were generally seen as synonymous, but used in different parts of Germany: eben in the North and halt in the South. It has now become clear that this is not always the case; these two modal particles are not always interchangeable (Hentschel 1982:235), and furthermore they can be combined. Even
so, *halt* still suggests a feelings of finality; it is also used to give advice or make a suggestion.

It has also been hypothesised (e.g. Hentschel 1982; Dittmar 1997; Dittmar and Bredel 1999) that *halt* is warmer and friendlier than *eben*. In the present article, it will be the actual usage of modal particles that will be discussed, rather than the individual ‘meanings’ of such words. These two modal particles will play an important role as markers of speaker identity in the data analysed. Since *halt* was originally seen as coming from South Germany, its usage has been perceived as spreading upwards throughout the rest of Germany, with the exception of the GDR. Within the GDR, its usage would have sounded ‘western’ and most GDR citizens would have tried to avoid it (some preliminary analyses of usages of *eben* and *halt* are found in Dittmar 1997 and Dittmar 2000).

The interviews seem to take a different course depending on where the speaker comes from: the East Berliners tend to discuss how they coped with the changes emotionally and talk about the problems they came across, whereas the West Berliners talk less of the actual night of 9th November, but talk more of the times afterwards, when they had to help and advise their new compatriots; some also talk about the ways in which they profited from the changes. The West Berliners also frequently discuss the times when relatives from the East visited them before 1989 and how they were able to help them.

My analysis is qualitative rather than quantitative: rather than aiming for a statistical analysis of modal particle usage, I consider the content of the usage to be of ultimate importance. This is especially relevant as the interviews vary in length and the numbers of East and West Berliners interviewed differ; hence measuring overall usage would not have been as effective. The fact that the interviews were recorded on tape and later transcribed made it less complicated to count modal particle usage than would have been the case if one had to rely exclusively on recordings. For each interview, the occurrence of each modal particle was counted and divided by the number of transcript pages in order to obtain an average per page; this would rule out any difference due to different interview length. Putting these counts onto graphs (see below, section 3), with the individual speaker’s assigned number on the horizontal axis and the respective counts on the vertical axis, makes the differences clearly visible. Every graph also shows each modal particle’s average use, represented by a dotted line; the lines showing statistical significance are always present at the top of the graph and in some cases additionally at the bottom. All the speakers whose usage crosses either the upper or lower line can be said to be statistically significant in their use of the modal particle in question. The average line allows us to compare the different particles as to their different usage in East and West, as well as doing within-group comparisons. In this way, the graphs’ main function is to visualise the significant differences in usage.

What comes to light first on examining the graphs is the quantitative difference between people from East and West Berlin in the use of modal particles, as demonstrated in the levels of usage. The question is whether this quantitative difference is due to a link between modal particles and emotion. Modal particles occur more frequently in informal language situations, and also in situations where difficult topics are discussed. They can also be seen as showing greater usage of dialect, something for which the East Germans, and specifically the East Berliners, were known. Especially in East Berlin, Berlinisch was an accepted form of language in all
situations; this was very different from the situation in West Berlin, where such usage was frowned upon. However, in the interviews, the increased usage of modal particles and tags by East Berliners is clearly not just due to dialect usage: it reflects the emotional situation of the speakers. For the East Berliners, the fall of the Wall and German unification were very emotional and important topics since for them, the changes of 1989 led to a completely different way of living. The West Berliners, in contrast, could view the changes from a more objective, distanced angle.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Eben

Fig. 1 shows the usage of *eben* in East Berlin. Four of the speakers use *eben* in a statistically significant way (speakers 3, 5, 22 and 26), while one speaker (25) does not use it at all. Speaker 3, Gabi, the highest *eben* user in the corpus, used to be a dancer in the former GDR; after unification, when her dance group was disbanded, she has been unemployed. Gabi mentions in the interview that she feels much more at home in East Berlin and mentions that West Germany is not as good as it had been made out to be. Her usage of *eben* is particularly frequent when she gets excited about her subject, as becomes very obvious when she is discussing the different employment opportunities for East and West Germans. Gabi does not use *halt* at all in her interview. Speaker 5 is Micha, a 33 year old skilled worker and lorry driver. He uses *eben* very significantly throughout his interview. It is noticeable that he, too, uses it most when he discusses an emotionally laden subject. Although he did not always agree with the way the GDR was run, he does have strong opinions about what has been happening in Germany since 1989. Similarly to Gabi, he does not use *halt* at all. Speaker 22 is Lore, a 50 year old teacher from East Berlin. Throughout, she is very emotional when telling the interviewer about the things which affected her at the time of the *Wende* as well as in more recent years. At certain points in the interview, she is close to tears; she mentions that she cried a lot during November 1989. Although Lore uses *eben* throughout the interview, the occurrences cluster together at certain points; she only uses *halt* once in the entire interview. Speaker 26 is Willy, a newly trained teacher in his mid- to late twenties. Willy is an interesting speaker as he can see both the positive and negative sides of what happened to Germany in 1989. He tries to be calm and consider both sides of the argument. He is the second highest *eben* user in the corpus and similarly to Lore, he uses it throughout the interview, although it clusters together at particular points. Again, he does not use *halt* at all.

The only speaker of the East Berlin corpus who never uses *eben* is speaker 25, Rainer. All that is known about him is that he is what used to be called, in GDR terminology, a *Republikflüchtiger* (literally, ‘an escapee from the GDR’). In September 1989 he obtained a visa to travel to Bulgaria, with travel through Hungary. He first flew to Bulgaria, then went by train to Hungary; once there, he approached the Red Cross, who arranged for bus travel to West Germany, from where he moved to West Berlin. In his interview, he sounds like he is reading from a written text. He rarely uses modal particles at all and he does not use tags either, which could indicate that he is controlling his speech.
Fig. 2 illustrates the usage of *eben* by speakers from West Berlin. Among the East Berlin speakers, its average use is lower than it is among speakers from West Berlin (in fact, East Berliners use *eben* twice as often as do West Berliners; Dittmar 2000:17); also, there are more West Berlin speakers who do not use it at all. Only four of the West Berlin speakers use *eben* above the level of statistical significance (speakers 3, 15, 16 and 18); five do not use it at all (speakers 7, 10, 13, 23 and 24).

Looking first at those speakers who use *eben* above the level of statistical significance, we find speaker 3, Alina, a 51 year old carer for the elderly. Hers is an interesting mix of modal particles, most of which she uses very frequently. Alina is the second highest user of *eben* in the West Berlin corpus, using it evenly throughout the interview, but particularly in the last part, where she talks about how the East Germans must have felt after the Wall came down and about the identity problems they may have suffered from since 1989. As to *halt*, Alina uses it much less frequently, even though well above the average for a West Berlin speaker. As the usage of *halt* in West Berlin is still a relatively new occurrence, the fact that for Alina, *eben* still is the preferred choice could have something to do with her age. Speakers 15 and 16 are Christine and Jens, a married couple, 49 and 52 years old. Christine is a teacher at a primary school, Jens at a secondary school. Both Christine and Jens use *eben* frequently; Jens is the highest *eben* user in the West Berlin corpus. Even so, there is a significant rise in their use of *eben*, namely when the two discuss things which lie close to their hearts: sometimes these are situations that their East German friends have found themselves in, or how these friends’ lives were different before 1989. Interestingly, these two *eben* users are close in age to speaker 3, Alina, who was also a significant user of *eben*. The last speaker who uses *eben* above average is speaker 18, Rolf, whose age and occupation are not known. He is the typical case of a speaker who is not aware of his language use; except for the first few minutes, when he seems rather nervous, he uses *eben* throughout the entire interview. When the interviewer asks Rolf about the different usages of *eben* and *halt* in Berlin and how he uses the particles himself, Rolf comments that the only one he ever uses is *halt*; he also mentions that he is in possession of a good feeling for how to use language with regard to these matters (his *Sprachgefühl*, as he calls it). Even so, he does not use *halt* at all during the interview, in contrast to *eben*, which he uses 45 times.

The first West Berlin interviewee who does not use *eben* at all is speaker 7, Markus, a 27 year old student. His attitude towards East Germany and unification is very positive. He uses very few modal particles and tags, but this could be due to the fact that he is trying to speak formally. The interviewer, who is a good friend of his, comments on the cover sheet that Markus seems unsure and is trying very hard to speak *Hochdeutsch* (Standard German). The fact that *eben* is lacking in Markus’ speech could be related to his age: with the general use of *halt* penetrating the West Berlin speech community from the South, Markus’s higher use of *halt* (although still being below average) could be explained in this way. Speaker 10 is Ernst, a 35 year old kindergarten teacher. In a separate comment, the interviewer reminds that Ernst seems stressed; actually, Ernst is one of the few interviewees who do not know their interviewer, and this could influence his language use, as well as affect his general feeling of confidence and comfort. Ernst likewise does not use *eben* at all; he is also a
very high *halt* user (I will discuss this below). Ernst seems never to have had much contact with East Berlin or East Germany, not even since the Wall came down; he remarks that he was not in any way affected by the changes which occurred in 1989 and does not have any particular positive or negative feelings about them. Speaker 13, Pia, is a 46 year old psychologist who is similarly involved in education. Pia is different, as she is one of the very few people who uses neither *eben* nor *halt*; this could be due to the fact that her interview is relatively short, or perhaps be attributed to her educational training. (Pia’s case will be discussed in more detail below, when I examine tag usage in West Berlin). The last two speakers who do not use *eben* are speakers 23 and 24, Berta and Caroline, both students. Their lacking *eben* usage could be have to do with their age. Interestingly, both study at Humboldt University (which is located in East Berlin and has a majority of East German students). Both do use *halt* and Berta is one of the prominent users in the West Berlin corpus.

Although *eben* is still more common than *halt* among most Berlin speakers (cf. also Dittmar and Bredel 1999:159), there are also clear differences in the ways the speakers are using this modal particle. East Berliners use *eben* twice as much as do West Berliners (Dittmar and Bredel 1999:160).

### 3.2 Halt

[Figure 3 around here]

The usage of *halt* in East Berlin is much lower than that of *eben* and there are many speakers who never use it at all; as Fig. 3 shows, 15 of the 29 interviewed speakers do not use *halt*. Apparently, *halt* has not yet spread to East Berlin the way it has to other parts of Northern Germany. Given that in our corpus, many speakers never or rarely use *halt*, the analysis will only concern the four speakers who do use it significantly (speakers 1, 7, 15 and 16). Among these speakers, certain social patterns, (such as their integration into a new society; Dittmar 2000:19, 22) may be observed. Speaker 1, Gina, who as noted above, uses *eben* above the level of statistical significance, also shows a higher than average usage of *halt*; in addition, Gina frequently uses the combination *eben* + *halt*. Gina now works in West Berlin, and her use of *halt* could have been influenced by the people surrounding her in her new work environment. Speaker 7 is Bert, a male nurse who has lived in Munich since 1991 when he found work there, even though this has meant leaving his wife and family behind in Berlin, since they did not want to move. He is the highest *halt* user in the East Berlin group (his use of *eben* is below average). Bert’s usage of *halt* seems to be influenced by his stay in Bavaria, where it is the modal particle in common use. Interestingly. despite his continued and very frequent contact with East Berlin and his family, his language use seems different from that of most East Berliners. Speaker 15 is Gitta, a 28 year old secretary who fled the GDR via the West German embassy in Prague in 1989. It seems that, as in the case of Bert, her social circumstances influence her language use. Thus, Gitta uses *eben* well below the East Berlin speaker average; her use of *halt* is perhaps her way to distance herself from the society she left behind, the GDR. The only time Gitta combines *eben* and *halt* is at a particularly emotional moment in the interview, when she recounted how she and her family were driving to Prague to try and reach the West German embassy. They were warned that the place was heavily guarded, so they entered the West German embassy on foot with the help
of some journalists, leaving all their possessions behind in their car. The final speaker who uses halt significantly is speaker 16, Dolly, a 27 year old woman who, while in the GDR, was in the catering business, but now is training to be a medical technician. Dolly very rarely uses eben at all (in fact, only twice during the entire interview); in contrast, she uses halt very frequently. Dolly mentions that in her previous job, she had a lot of contact with West Germans and West Berliners, and this could have influenced her language usage. One of the occasions of her frequent use of halt is when she describes how hard life is for East German people in the new Germany; as to herself, she does not have much money and cannot buy many of the new products which are now available.

Overall, for many of the East Berlin speakers, halt still seems to be a marked form; it is used less frequently by most of them than is eben. Those who do use halt are often younger and have more contact with West Berliners.

For the speakers from West Berlin, the gap between eben and halt is not as large as it is in the case of the East Berliners. For both modal particles, the average usage is the same, and there are only slightly more West Berlin speakers who never use halt (out of a total of 24 speakers, five never use eben and eight never use halt). There are only four West Berlin speakers whose use of halt is statistically significant (speakers 2, 9, 10 and 23). As there are eight speakers who never use halt and all but four who use it very infrequently, it will not be possible to discuss these speakers here (for details, see Fig. 4).

Speaker 2, Norman, is one of those who use halt above the significance level. Norman is in his twenties, is involved in sales, and has been doing well since unification; he mentions that he does not feel at all affected by the Wende. In contrast with his halt usage, he uses eben very sparingly. Norman has many strong opinions which he expresses throughout the interviews. Although he has, or used to have, relatives in the GDR, he does not feel very close to them and thinks they have a completely different way of thinking. On the whole he does not sympathise with East Germans; he thinks they’re always complaining (‘moaning’) about something. Interestingly, the occasions on which Norman’s use of halt frequently are those when he mentions that he used to be happier with the situation of West Berlin before the Wende: it used to be a nice ‘island’ and because of this, it was a special place, but now it is the same as any other place. Speaker 9 is an unnamed woman of 19 who is training to work in a pharmacy. She is described as speaking very quietly and does not seem very sure of herself. While she does not use eben at all, she uses other modal particles to a large extent: in fact, she is the highest user of halt among the West Berlin speakers and the second highest user in the entire corpus (perhaps her young age and the growing popularity of halt are responsible for her frequent use of this particle). This speaker uses halt consistently throughout her interview, although she does not use it in combination with any other modal particles or tags. Contrary to what we see in the East Berlin interviewees, this speaker seems to be uncertain of exactly what happened around the time of 9th November, in particular at what time she went to join the crowd at the Wall. Speaker 10 is Ernst, the 35 year old kindergarten teacher who was briefly discussed earlier in connection with his non-use of eben in his interview. Ernst does, however, use halt frequently; one of the points where he uses it is when he mentions
his nervousness the first time he crossed into East Berlin, although this was already after November 1989. He also mentions that he was not sure whether he should be happy or not when he heard that the Wall had fallen. Finally, speaker 23 is Berta, a student who is now enrolled at the Humboldt University. She uses *halt* particularly frequently when talking about the initial fears among East German students when West German students joined their courses at the University. Also, when she is talking about how well she was getting on with the people in her class, Berta’s use of *halt* goes up dramatically. Apparently, she uses this particle to highlight things that are important to her and that she feels strongly about.

3.3 Tags

[Figure 5 around here]

It is in their use of ‘tags’ (expressions such as *isn’t it*, *doesn’t he* in English, *nicht wahr*, *ne* and *wa* in German, the last form being particularly common in Berlin) that the two groups in the corpus show their differences most clearly. Although tags overall do not fulfil the same functions as do modal particles, there are certain interesting similarities (among other things, tags seem to reflect the level of emotion in the interviews, which is why they are discussed in this connection). Fig. 5 shows the very high tag usage that is characteristic for East Berlin speakers, the average being approximately 4 per page of transcript, which is higher than that of any of the other modal particles examined here. Only three speakers (9, 25 and 28) never use tags at all; three other speakers (1, 5 and 10) use it above the level of statistical significance (see Fig. 5). Among the speakers who use tags very frequently is speaker 1, Gina, the third highest tag user in the East Berlin corpus; she frequently uses tags in isolation, but also quite often in conjunction with the other modal particles. Gina uses tags throughout the interview except when she talks about her friends and describes what has happened to them since unification. Speaker 5 is Micha, the lorry driver with the strong opinions on the situation in Germany since 1989. He uses tags such as *ja* and *ne* consistently throughout his interview; this is particularly noticeable when he is talking about art and culture. Except during the first few minutes, where he presumably is trying to appear as a ‘good’ speaker and uses almost no modal particles, tags, or vocabulary that is likely to be considered dialectal, Micha freely uses tags in his conversation. While in his use of dialect, Micha is similar to Dirk (speaker 3 in the East Berlin corpus), the two are very different when it comes to modal particles and tags: Micha is a very high modal particle and tag user, whereas such expressions occur only rarely in Dirk’s speech, which is surprising as he does use dialect throughout his interview. Speaker 10 is Assi, a 36 year old primary school teacher. In this interview, the speakers become more and more excited as the interview progresses, and start speaking faster and interrupting more. The tag *ja* occurs very frequently in their speech and it is almost as if each were trying to obtain the other’s approval. Incidentally, this tendency is visible many of the East Berlin interviews; some of the East Berlin speakers add remarks to the effect that many East Germans still feel rather unsure of themselves, especially when they speak with West Germans, or West Germans are around; the West German speakers seem much more self-assured. As is well known, tags can be used to seek agreement from one’s conversational partner (compare that Anglo-American research has long considered tags as signalling a lack of power; cf. Winefield et al. 1989). Such
tendencies may be an issue in many of these interviews.

Three of the East Berlin speakers (9, 25 and 28) do not use tags at all, which makes them stand out in the overall pattern of the East Berlin interviews. Speaker 9 is Angi, a teacher; she hardly uses any modal particles or tags. Her interview is very short, and therefore her data are more difficult to analyse; yet they make sense in their own right. Angi starts out by saying that the main thing she remembers about 9th November 1989 is that she was sick in bed all day. Although she does mention that she remembers seeing people on the television crying and being emotional, it is clear that she kept a certain distance from the events. This could also be one of the reasons that her interview is so short, as her remembrances of those times are not as strong as those of most other (East and West Berlin) speakers. As to German unification, she is not sure if the process perhaps did not move too fast. Again, rather than representing a personal experience, this is a more distanced opinion; Angi is trying to voice an objective view of the events, and this is also reflected in her sparing use of emotion-laden elements, such as modal particles and tags. Speaker 25, Rainer, is one of the three speakers who escaped from the GDR in September 1989. As mentioned previously, his interview sounds almost as if it were prepared in advance; this type of language use does not allow for modal particles and tags. Speaker 28, is Konrad, another ‘GDR escapee’ (Republikflüchtiger), who fled East Germany together with his wife, Gitta (speaker 15). Konrad does not use modal particles or tags to any great extent, apart from the expression eigentlich (literally ‘actually, really’), which he uses to explain situations.

When we look at the pattern of tag usage in West Berlin, we notice right away that it is very different from that of East Berlin. (See Fig. 6)

[Figure 6 around here]

The average usage is down to around one per transcript page (compared to four in East Berlin); none of the West Berlin speakers use tags to the extent that the East Berliners do. There are only two speakers who use tags above the level of statistical significance; these are speakers 8 and 13. Five speakers (3, 5, 7, 10 and 12) never use tags at all; many of the other speakers use them rarely. Speaker 8, the man known as ‘Aldi’ (after the shop where he works) is a 57 year old male who has had many different jobs. ‘Aldi’ is a real story-teller, and enjoys talking, which makes it all the more surprising that he uses hardly any modal particles, especially as other ‘story-tellers’ frequently use such elements (including the expression eigentlich, see above) in their narrations. On the other hand, ‘Aldi’ is the second highest tag user in the West Berlin corpus, with a frequency that is well above the level of significance. At the beginning of his interview, there are not quite as many occurrences of tags, perhaps due to his being slightly nervous or apprehensive at being recorded. However, after this, ‘Aldi’ uses tags very often to explain what he is saying; he seems to be using tags mainly to gain affirmation from the interviewer, something which occurs frequently in the East Berlin interviews (as we have seen above). The highest tag user in the West Berlin corpus is speaker 13, Pia, the psychologist. She uses tags as signals of emotion, notably to express her views and opinions on 9th November 1989 and the subsequent German unification. Pia is unusual in that she is among the few West Berliners who felt ‘trapped’ in West Berlin: upon returning to West Berlin, every time she would feel like she was back in the ‘witches’ cauldron’ (Hexenkessel). For Pia, it is very important
that her children do not distinguish between East and West Berlin any longer. She is also unusual in that she comments that there are no linguistic differences between East and West Berlin and that they all speak the same language (or dialect).

There are five speakers who never use tags: speakers 3, 5, 7, 10 and 12. Speaker 3 is Alina, the same speaker whose usage of *eben* and *halt* has been discussed earlier. Alina gives a rather emotional account of 9th November and uses many modal particles throughout her interview. She seems to use these modal particles to express her feelings and opinions about many subjects, and also in order to enrich her descriptions; however, for some reason or other she never uses tags to express, or expand on, her feelings. The reason could be that for Alina, tags do not fit in with the more formal type of language that one would expect in an interview such as this; but then it is not clear why she would persist in using all these many modal particles. Perhaps, because of her frequent particle use, Alina feels no need for tags; in that case, her case would be different from the many other speakers who do use both tags and modal particles. Speaker 5 is Manuela, a 29 year old pediatric nurse who studied to be a primary school educator. Manuela uses few modal particles (except for *eben*, which she uses more than the average) and no tags; this may stem from a lack of involvement: her participation in the discussion at no point seems overly enthusiastic.

Speaker 7 is Markus, the 27 year old student. He does not use tags at all, which could be due to the fact that he is attempting to speak formally, as noted earlier. The fact that speaker 10, Ernst, the 35 year old kindergarten teacher, does not use tags, is to do with his efforts to avoid a more colloquial style when he is speaking with someone he does not know (Ernst is one of the few speakers who do not know their interviewer); this may have influenced his language style to a certain extent. Finally, speaker 12, Concha, a 48 year old speech therapist, uses very few modal particles and no tags, thereby strengthening our assumption that low emotional involvement somehow reflects itself in a lower usage of these expressions; in fact, Concha maintains that the *Wende* did not affect her life in any way. Another factor playing a role here could be that her training as a speech therapist and her professional control of language have permanently affected her way of speaking. Even though the protocol mentions that Concha seems relaxed and knows the interviewer, her language use remains formal throughout the interview.

4 CONCLUSION

Our analysis of the interviews has shown that, even after unification, the usage of *eben* and *halt* remains different in East and West Berlin. Less than half of the East Berliners use *halt*, as against more than two-thirds of the West Berliners. As to the usage of *eben*, it generally is still stronger in East Berlin than is the use of *halt*, perhaps as a result of the latter having been avoided during the GDR years. *Halt* is seen as the typically South German version of *eben*; and, even though it is spreading to the North of Germany, where many of the younger speakers seem to be adopting it, it evidently had not yet fully spread across East Germany and East Berlin in 1994.

More interesting, perhaps, is the fact that in emotional situations, speakers use both *eben* and *halt*. Looking at the East and West Berlin speakers individually, one notices that interviewees with a high incidence of *eben* and *halt* also show a higher emotional involvement; and conversely, speakers who do not use *eben* and *halt* are often perceived as distancing themselves from the November 1989 events.
These usages of *eben* and *halt* may furthermore be contrasted with the use of *eigentlich* (which was mentioned in passing earlier; for details see Braber 2001). *Eigentlich* behaves like a modal particle, more specifically a downtoner it is used in narrative stretches, where it allows speakers to distance themselves from the events they are narrating.

The biggest difference between the two groups of speakers is in their use of tags, these highly under-researched facets of language. Although tags were not originally included in the analysis, as they do not come under the modal particle heading, their usage manifests obvious differences between speakers, depending on their degree of involvement in what they are saying. Tags are frequently used by both East and West Berlin speakers to obtain feedback from the interviewer. A particularly common type of tag, used in Berlin, is *wa*, although others, such as *nicht* and *ne*, are also frequent.

The purpose of this article has not been to show that East and West Berlin speakers use modal particles differently in normal language use. Rather than merely establishing a distinction between speakers from East and West Berlin, the main issue here is whether one can relate, more or less directly, the speakers’ increased use of modal particles and tags to their emotional states. Such a correlation is admittedly very difficult to demonstrate uncontroversially, and for that reason, many of my conclusions must remain speculative, at least to a certain extent. Still, an in-depth scrutiny of the interviews, both by listening to the tapes and simultaneously examining the transcripts, makes the link stand out clearly. Obviously, many of the topics discussed in the interviews are close to the speakers’ hearts; especially, many of the East Berliners feel very affected by the changes which have occurred in their lives since 1989. In contrast, as to the West Berlin speakers, many of these changes seem not to have affected the interviewees too personally. It is facts and observations like these that are reflected in the speakers’ use of language.

Modal particles and tags are chosen for a variety of reasons. It is well documented that modal particles appear more frequently in informal language situations and in situations where difficult topics are discussed. Thus, the interviewees’ increased use of modal particles and tags seems to be connected to the expression of feelings about such topics, for example the fall of the Wall and the aftermath of German unification. In particular, as regards the East Berlin interviews, the increased use of modal particles and tags may manifest a greater emotional involvement, even when the speakers are not aware of it themselves. Finally, the usage of particles and tags is also related to the speakers’ choice or preference of dialect. Here, one should remember that, while in the GDR, the use of dialect was acceptable in all discourse situations, this was certainly not the case in West Berlin, where *Berlinisch* was looked down upon. Clear, this influences the likelihood of a particular particle or tag occurring in different speakers’ use of language.

Whereas some linguists have wondered whether the German modal particles were superfluous, as they can be left out of sentences without significantly altering the latter’s truth values, our analysis strongly suggests that there is a relation between the arousal and expression of feelings on the one hand, and the use of modal particles and tags in German on the other. The modal particles and tags reviewed here thus serve very important functions in German (as in many other languages). Although more research is needed, both on German and on other languages (whether or not they use modal particles), our preliminary results suggest the existence of a clear connection.
between language and emotion.
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FOOTNOTES

1 This emotionally loaded term (more or less intended to mean: ‘one who has betrayed our Republic’) was used by the GDR authorities to describe those who had escaped from East Germany. In West Germany these people were referred to by the more neutral term *DDR-Flüchtlinge* (literally, ‘refugees from the GDR’).

2 Norman refers to this as *ewige ‘rumjammergei’. This is a term which was used by many West Germans to express their low opinion of the East Germans, and led to the nickname *Jammerossi*, literally: ‘moaning East German’.

3 These authors also comment on the fact that East Berliners use the variant *ebent* whereas West Berliners do not use this form at all; according to Dittmar and Bredel (ibid.), the final consonant is stigmatized in West Berlin and was only used in East Berlin and the surrounding region of the former GDR (now the *Land*) Brandenburg.

4 See Dittmar and Bredel (1999, 160-161) for a discussion of the different types of speakers, those who use both *eben* and *halt* and those who use only the one or the other.
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